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In this paper we study the characteristic polynomials and the rational point group
structure of supersingular varieties of dimension two over finite fields. Meanwhile,
we also list all L-functions of supersingular curves of genus two over F2 and deter-
mine the group structure of their divisor class groups over all finite algebraic
extension of F2 .  1996 Academic Press, Inc.
1. INTRODUCTION
Let Fq be a fixed finite field of q elements, and q 5 pr with p the
characteristic of Fq . The characteristic polynomial h(t) of an abelian variety
A of dimension two over Fq is of the form
h(t) 5 t4 1 a1t3 1 a2t2 1 a1qt 1 q2 5 p
4
i51
(t 2 wi),
where a1 , a2 [ Z, and wi is an algebraic integral number satisfying uwiu 5
Ïq for i 5 1, 2, 3, 4. Moreover hn(t) 5 P
4
i51(t 2 wni ) is the characteristic
polynomial of A over Fqn (we also denote h(t) by h1(t)); the number of
Fqn-rational points of A is exactly hn(1) 5 P
4
i51(1 2 wni ). A is called supersin-
gular if (hn(1), p) 5 1 for all n $ 1. Hence supersingularity of A is determined
by its characteristic polynomial; i.e., supersingularity is controlled by iso-
geny classes.
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In general, the rational point group of an abelian variety is not determined
by its characteristic polynomial; i.e., the rational point groups of abelian
varieties in an isogeny class are not necessarily isomorphic. But if A, B are
two supersingular abelian varieties of dimension two in the same isogeny
class, the rational point groups of A, B are usually isomorphic except for
only a few cases. This result is incorrect for supersingular varieties of
higher dimensions.
Let C be a curve of genus two over Fq , and JC its Jacobian. Let h(t) be
the characteristic polynomial of JC , then the polynomial t4h(1/t) is the L-
function of C. It is well known that the divisor class group of C is isomorphic
to the rational point group JC(Fq) of JC .
The organization of this paper is as follows. After listing all characteristic
polynomials of supersingular abelian varieties of dimension two over Fq in
Section 2, we will investigate in Section 3 the rational point group structure
for each supersingular isogeny class. In Section 4 all L-functions of supersin-
gular curves of genus two over F2 are found, and their divisor class groups
over all finite algebraic extensions of F2 are determined.
2. THE CHARACTERISTIC POLYNOMIALS
If A is a non-simple abelian variety of dimension two; i.e., A is isogenous
to the product of two elliptic curves, then A is supersingular if and only if
both elliptic curves are supersingular. Thus, Theorem 4.1 of [6] gives all
characteristic polynomials of non-simple supersingular abelian varieties of
dimension two.
Ru¨ck [4] and Xing [7] listed all characteristic polynomials of simple
abelian varieties of dimension two over Fq ; i.e.,
LEMMA 1. All characteristic polynomials of simple abelian varieties of
dimension two over Fq are
(1) r is odd: (t2 2 q)2,
(2) r is even and p ; 1 (mod 4): (t2 1 q)2;
(3) r is even and p ; 1 (mod 3): (t2 6 Ïqt 1 q)2,
(4) all polynomials h(t) 5 t4 1 a1t3 1 a2t2 1 a1qt 1 q2 with the integers
a1 , a2 satisfying the following three conditions:
(a) ua1u , 4Ïq and 2ua1uÏq 2 2q , 2a2 , a21/4 1 2q,
(b) a21 2 4a2 1 8q is not a square in Z,
(c) either (i) vp(a1) 5 0, vp(a2) $ r/2 and (a2 1 2q)2 2 4qa21 is not a
square in Zp , (ii) vp(a2) 5 0, or (iii) vp(ai) $ ir/2 for i 5 1, 2 and h(t) has
no roots in Zp .
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The following fact is contained in Lemma 1.
COROLLARY 1. If h(t) 5 t4 1 a1t3 1 a2t2 1 a1qt 1 q2 is the characteristic
polynomial of some simple abelian variety of dimension two over Fq , and
vp(ai) . 0 for i 5 1, 2, then vp(ai) $ ir/2 for i 5 1, 2.
Now we give a criterion for supersingular varieties of dimension two.
LEMMA 2. Let h(t) 5 t4 1 a1t3 1 a2t2 1 a3t 1 a4 with a3 5 qa1 and
a4 5 q2 be the characteristic polynomial of some abelian variety A of dimen-
sion two over Fq ; then the following three conditions are equivalent:
(1) A is supersingular.
(2) vp(ai) $ ivp(q)/2 5 ir/2 for i 5 1, 2, 3, 4.
(3) w/Ïq is a root of unity for all roots w of h(t).
Proof. By Theorem 4.1 of [6], we find that the result is correct for non-
simple abelian varieties of dimension two. So we will consider only simple
abelian varieties.
(1) ⇒ (2). Let w1 , w2 , w3 , w4 be the four roots of h(t), F the field Q(w1 ,
w2 , w3 , w4). Let ` be a place of F lying over p; we claim that wi ; 0 (mod
`) for any 1 # i # 4. Otherwise suppose that wj ò 0 (mod `) for some j.
Then there exists an n [ N such that
wnj ; 1 (mod `).
Hence
vp(hn(1)) 5
v`(hn(1))
e(`up)
5
v`(P
4
i51(1 2 wni ))
e(`up)
. 0.
So puhn(1), a contradiction.
The relations
a1 5 2O4
i51
wi , a2 5 O
1#i,j#4
wiwj ,
imply that vp(ai) . 0 for i 5 1, 2, 3, 4. It follows from Corollary 1 that
vp(ai) $ ir/2 for i 5 1, 2.
(2) ⇒ (3). Case (1). If q is a square, then w/Ïq is a root of the polynomial
t4 1
a1
Ïq
t3 1
a2
q
t2 1
a1
Ïq
t 1 1.
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This means that w/Ïq is an algebraic integer. So w/Ïq is a root of unity
since its conjugates have absolute value 1.
Case (2). q is not a square. Consider the characteristic polynomial
h2(t) 5 P
4
i51 (t 2 w2i ) of A over Fq2 ; then w2/q is a root of unity. Thus
w/Ïq is also a root of unit.
(3) ⇒ (1). Let E be the field F(Ïq), and R be a place of E lying over
p. For n $ 1 consider
vp(hn(1)) 5 e(Rup) O4
i51
vR S1 2 (Ïq)n wni
(Ïq)n
D5 0.
This show that A is supersingular. n
Combining Lemma 1, Lemma 2 with Theorem 4.1 of [6], after some
computation and case-by-case discussion we get
THEOREM 1. All characteristic polynomials of supersingular abelian vari-
eties over Fq are given by the following polynomials:
(1) r is even and p ò 1 (mod 8): t4 1 q2,
(2) r is even and p ò 1 (mod 12): t4 2 qt2 1 q2,
(3) r is even and p ò 1 (mod 5): t4 1 Ïqt3 1 qt2 1 Ïq3t 1 q2,
(4) r is even and p ò 1 (mod 10): t4 2 Ïqt3 1 qt2 2 Ïq3t 1 q2,
(5) r is odd and p 5 2: t4 6 qt2 1 q2,
(6) r is odd and p 5 3: t4 1 qt2 1 q2,
(7) r is odd and p 5 2: t4 6 Ïpqt3 1 qt2 6 Ïpq3t 1 q2,
(8) r is odd and p 5 5: t4 6 Ïpqt3 1 3qt2 6 Ïpq3t 1 q2,
(9) r is odd: (t2 2 q)2,
(10) r is even and p ; 1 (mod 4): (t2 1 q)2,
(11) r is even and p ; 1 (mod 3): (t2 6 Ïqt 1 q)2,
(12) r is even: (t2 2 q)2, (t 6 Ïq)4,
(13) r is even and p ò 1 (mod 3): (t2 6 Ïqt 1 q)2, (t2 1 Ïqt 1 q)
(t2 2 Ïqt 1 q), (t 6 Ïq)2(t2 6 Ïqt 1 q),
(14) r is even and p ò 1 (mod 4): (t2 1 q)2, (t 6 Ïq)2(t2 1 q),
(15) r is even, p ò 1 (mod 3) and p ò 1 (mod 4): (t2 1 q)(t2 6 Ïqt 1 q),
(16) r is odd: (t2 1 q)2,
(17) r is odd and p 5 2 or 3: (t2 6 Ïpqt 1 q)2, t4 1 (2 2 p)qt2 1 q2,
(t2 1 q)(t2 6 Ïpqt 1 q).
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All abelian varieties from case (1) to (11) are simple and the rest are
non-simple.
3. THE GROUP STRUCTURE
It follows from Lemma 2 that the following definition makes sense.
DEFINITION. Let h(t) be the characteristic polynomial of a supersingular
abelian variety of dimension two over Fq . Suppose that h(t) has a factoriza-
tion into Q-irreducible factors Psi51 f eii , then we call
m :5 minhn [ Nuqn/2 [ Z and p
s
i51
fi divides (tn 1 qn/2) or (tn 2 qn/2)j
the period of A over Fq .
For period m, let d 5 1 or 21 depending on whether Psi51 fi divides
(tm 1 qm/2) or (tm 2 qm/2). Hence we always have Psi51 fi divides (tm 1
dqm/2).
For a prime l, we denote by A(Fq)(l) the l-part of A(Fq). Let m be an
integer and A[m] be the subgroup consisting of the closed points which
are annihilated by [m]. For any Fq-endomorphism f of A, [f]m denotes the
restriction of f to A[m]. It is easy to verify that if the l-part ker(f)(l) of
the kernel of f is contained in A[la] for some a [ N, then ker(f)(l) 5
ker[f]la .
LEMMA 3. Let h(t) be the characteristic polynomial of a supersingular
abelian variety A of dimension two over Fq , and h(t) have a factorization
into Q-irreducible factors h(t) 5 Psi51 f eii . Let l be a prime number.
(1) If l divides h(1), but not the period m of A over Fq , then
A(k)(l) > (Z/lalZ)e,
where al 5 o
s
i51 vl( fi(1)) and e 5 vl(h(1))/al .
(2) If l divides (h(1), m) and (f 2 1)/lbl [ EndFq(A) with bl 5 vl(m)
and f the Frobenius endomorphism of A, then
A(k)(l) > (Z/lcl2blZ)u % (Z/lblZ)42u,
where cl 5 vl(1 1 dqm/2); u 5 0 or (vl(h(1)) 2 2gbl)/(cl 2 2bl) depending
on whether cl 5 2bl or cl . 2bl .
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Proof. (1) Since f is semisimple (see [5] or [6]) and h(f) 5 0, we have
Psi51 fi(f) 5 0. So
p
s
i51
fi(1) 5 p
s
i51
fi(1) 2 p
s
i51
fi(f) 5 (1 2 f)g(f)
for some g(t) [ Z[t]. Therefore A(Fq) 5 ker(1 2 f) # ker(P
s
i51 fi(1)),
which means
A(Fq)(l) # A[lal].
From the equality 0 5 fm 1 dqm/2 5 (fm 2 1) 1 (1 1 dqm/2) and the
relation lalu(1 1 dqm/2), one has
[fm 2 1]lal 5 0. (1)
We also have the equality
(1 2 f) SOm22
i50
(m 2 i 2 1)fiD1 Om21
i50
fi 5 m. (2)
It is easily verified from (1), (2), and l u/m that
ker[1 2 f]lal % ker FOm21
i50
fiG
lal
5 A[lal].
This means
ker[1 2 f]lal > (Z/lalZ)e,
for some integer e; i.e.,
A(Fq)(l) > (Z/lalZ)e.
Comparing with the order of the group A(Fq)(l), one obtains e 5 vl(h(1))/al .
(2) Since (f 2 1)/lbl [ EndFq(A), it is integral over Z, and hence its
minimal polynomial 1/ldbl Psi51 fi(lblt 1 1) is in Z[t], where d 5 o
s
i51 deg( fi)
(note that d $ 2 since m $ l $ 2). So Psi51 fi(1)/ldbl [ Z, i.e., al $ dbl .
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Applying the equalities
1 2 f
lbl SOm22i50 (m 2 i 2 1)fiD1 o
m21
i50 fi
lbl
5
m
lbl
and
1 2 f
lbl
3
om21i50 fi
lbl
5
1 1 dqm/2
l2bl
2
fm 1 dqm/2
l2bl
5
1 1 dqm/2
l2bl
,
one obtains om21i50 fi/lbl [ EndFq(A) and
ker S1 2 flbl D (l) # A[lcl22bl];
hence
ker F1 2 flbl Glcl22bl % ker Fo
m21
i50 fi
lbl Glcl22bl 5 A[lcl22bl].
Therefore
ker S1 2 flbl D (l) > (Z/lcl22blZ)u
for some positive integer u. This implies that
A(Fq)(l) > (Z/lcl2blZ)u % (Z/lblZ)42u.
Comparing the order of the groups, the result follows. n
COROLLARY 2. Let h(t) be the characteristic polynomial of a supersingu-
lar abelian variety A of dimension two over Fq , let m be the period of
A over Fq , and let h(t) have the decomposition P
s
i51 f eii as in Lemma 3. If
(m, h(1)) 5 1, then
A(Fq) > %Os
i51
(Z/u fi(1)uZ)ei.
LEMMA 4. Let h(t) be the characteristic polynomial of a supersingular
abelian variety A of dimension two over Fq . Suppose that h(t) 5 P
s
i51 f eii as
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in Lemma 3. For all primes l dividing h(1), A(Fq) contains a subgroup
isomorphic to (Z/Z)v with v $ vl(h(1))/al, where al 5 o
s
i51 vl( fi(1)). In
particular, if al 5 1, then A(Fq)(l) is isomorphic to (Z/lZ)vl(h(1)).
Proof. Repeating the proof of Lemma 3, we have
A(Fq)(l) # A[lal].
Let v be the l-rank of A(Fq). Then A(Fq(l) is isomorphic to a subgroup of
(Z/lalZ)v; hence v $ vl(h(1))/al. n
Now by using Lemma 3, Corollary 2, and Lemma 4, we can determine
the rational point group structure of all supersingular abelian varieties of
dimension two over Fq . In fact, one can find in [7] the rational point group
structure for the abelian varieties in the cases of (9), (10), and (11) of
Theorem 1. However, for the sake of completeness, the following two
theorems also include these three cases.
THEOREM 2. Let h(t) be the characteristic polynomial of the supersingular
abelian variety A of dimension two over Fq , and have the decomposition
Psi51 f eii as in Lemma 3. Then
A(Fq) > %Os
i51
(Z/u fi(1)uZ)ei
except for A in the following cases:
(1) (t2 2 q)2;
(2) r is odd: (t2 1 q)2.
Proof. For any prime divisor l of the period m of A over Fq , it is easy
to verify that osi51 vl( fi(1)) 5 0 or 1 if h(t) is not one of (t2 2 q)2, (t2 1 q)2
(r is even), and (t 6 Ïq)2(t2 6 Ïqt 1 q) (r is even, p ò 1 (mod 3)).
Therefore our result follows from Corollary 2 and Lemma 4 for such A.
For h(t) equal to one of (t 6 Ïq)2(t2 6 Ïqt 1 q), although osi51 vl( fi(1))
may be greater than one, we can use similar arguments as in the proof of
Lemma 3 to get the desired result. n
The following theorem is the direct conclusion of Lemma 3 and Lemma 4.
THEOREM 3. (1) If A is an abelian variety with the characteristic polyno-
mial (t2 2 q)2, then
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(i) For q ò 1 (mod 4),
A(Fq) > (Z/(q 2 1)Z)2.
(ii) For q ; 1 (mod 4) and (f 2 1)/2 [ EndFq(A),
A(Fq) > SZ@q 2 12 ZD2 % (Z/2Z)2.
(iii) For q ; 1 (mod 4) and (f 2 1)/2 Ó EndFq(A),
A(Fq) > SZ@q 2 12a ZD% SZ@q 2 12b ZD% (Z/2a1bZ),
with 0 # a, b # v2(q 2 1).
(2) If A is an abelian variety whose characteristic polynomial is (t2 1 q)2
with r odd, then
(i) For q ò 3 (mod 4),
A(Fq) > (Z/(q 1 1)Z)2.
(ii) For q ; 3 (mod 4) and (f 2 1)/2 [ EndFq(A),
A(Fq) > SZ@q 1 12 ZD2 % (Z/2Z)2.
(iii) For q ; 3 (mod 4) and (f 2 1)/2 Ó EndFq(A),
A(Fq) > SZ@q 1 12a ZD% SZ@q 1 12b ZD% (Z/2a1bZ),
with 0 # a, b # v2(q 1 1).
4. THE SUPERSINGULAR CURVES OF GENUS TWO OVER THE
BINARY FIELD
Let C be a curve of genus two over F2 ; its zeta-function is of the form
Z(t) 5
L(t)
(1 2 t)(1 2 2t)
,
where t4L(1/t) is the characteristic polynomial of the Jacobian JC , and L(t)
is called the L-function of C.
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Theorem 1 yields all characteristic polynomials of supersingular abelian
varieties of dimension two over F2 ; they are
t4 6 2t2 1 4, t4 6 2t3 1 2t2 6 4t 1 4, (t2 1 2)2,
t4 1 4, (t2 6 2t 1 2)(t2 1 2), (t2 6 2t 1 2)2.
Consider the following six curves over F2 :
y2 1 y 5 x5 1 x3, y2 1 y 5 x5 1 x3 1 1, y2 1 y 5 x5 1 x3 1 x,
y2 1 y 5 x5, y2 1 y 5 x5 1 x2, y2 1 y 5 x5 1 x 1 1.
A simple computation shows that the characteristic polynomials of their
Jacobians are, respectively,
t4 1 2t3 1 2t2 1 4t 1 4, t4 2 2t3 1 2t2 2 4t 1 4, t4 1 2t2 1 4,
t4 1 4, t4 1 2t3 1 4t2 1 4t 1 4, t4 2 2t3 1 4t2 2 4t 1 4.
We will show that the remaining four characteristic polynomials of super-
singular abelian varieties are not ones of any Jacobians over F2 .
For an abelian variety A of dimension two over F2 with the characteristic
polynomial h(t) 5 P4i51 (t 2 wi), let Ns 5 1 1 2s 2 o
4
i51 wsi for all s [ N;
then 0 # N1 # N2 # N4 if A is isogenous to a Jacobian.
For the abelian variety with the characteristic polynomial (t2 1 2t 1 2)2,
N1 5 7 . N2 5 5.
For the abelian variety with the characteristic polynomial (t2 2 2t 1 2)2,
N1 5 21.
For the abelian variety with the characteristic polynomial (t2 1 2)2,
N2 5 13 . 1 5 N4 .
For the abelian variety with the characteristic polynomial t4 2 2t2 1 4,
N2 5 23.
From the above discussion, we have
THEOREM 4. All characteristic polynomials of Jacobians of supersingular
curves of genus two over F2 are the following:
t4 1 2t3 1 2t2 1 4t 1 4, t4 2 2t3 1 2t2 2 4t 1 4, t4 1 2t2 1 4,
t4 1 4, t4 1 2t3 1 4t2 1 4t 1 4, t4 2 2t3 1 4t2 2 4t 1 4.
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Koblitz [2] considered the divisor class number for the following four
curves:
y2 1 y 5 x5 1 x3, y2 1 y 5 x5 1 x3 1 1, y2 1 y 5 x5 1 x3 1 x, y2 1 y 5 x5.
We will list the structure of the divisor class group for all supersingular
curves of genus two over F2 .
EXAMPLE 1. The curve with L-function
4t4 1 2t2 1 1.
The characteristic polynomial of its Jacobian J is h(t) 5 t4 1 2t2 1 4.
Case 1. n ; 0 (mod 6). Then hn(t) 5 (t 2 2n/2)4 and the period of hn(t)
over F2n is 1; hence from Corollary 2
J(F2n) > (Z/(2n/2 2 1)Z)4.
Case 2. n ; 2 or 4 (mod 6). Then hn(t) 5 (t2 1 2n/2t 1 2n)2 and the
period of hn(t) over F2n is 3. It is easily verified that v3(hn(1)) 5 0 or 1;
hence from Corollary 2 and Lemma 4
J(F2n) > (Z/(1 1 2n/2 1 2n)Z)2.
Case 3. n ; 3 (mod 6). Then hn(t) 5 (t 2 2n)2 and the period of hn(t)
over F2n is 2; hence from Corollary 2
J(F2n) > (Z/(2n 2 1)Z)2.
Case 4. n ; 1 or 5 (mod 6). Then hn(t) 5 t4 1 2nt2 1 22n and the period
of hn(t) over F2n is 6. It is easily verified that v3(hn(1)) 5 0 and v2(hn(1)) 5
0; hence from Corollary 2
J(F2n) > Z/(1 1 2n 1 22n)Z.
EXAMPLE 2. The curve with L-function
4t4 1 4t3 1 2t2 1 2t 1 1.
The characteristic polynomial of its Jacobian J is h(t) 5 t4 1 2t3 1 2t2 1
4t 1 4, which has four roots (1 6 i)((21 6 Ï3·i)/2).
Case 1. (n, 6) 5 1. Then hn(t) over F2n is Q-irreducible, its period over
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F2n is 12, and hn(t) u (t12 1 26n). We have hn(1) 5 22n 1 2n 1 1 1
(21)[(n11)/4]2(n11)/2(2n 1 1). It can easily be seen that (hn(1), 12) 5 1; hence
J(F2n) > Z/hn(1)Z.
Case 2. n ; 0 mod 12. Then hn(t) 5 (t 2 (21)n/122n/2)4, the period of
hn(t) over F2n is 1. Therefore
J(F2n) > (Z/(2n/2 2 (21)n/12)Z)4.
Case 3. n ; 6 mod 12. Then hn(t) 5 (t2 1 2n)2 and (hn(1), 2) 5 1, so
J(F2n) > (Z/(2n 1 1)Z)2.
Case 4. n ; 3 or 9 mod 12. Then
hn(t) 5 (t2 2 (21)[(n11)/4]2(n11)/2t 1 2n)2,
and the period is 6. Since (hn(1), 6) 5 1, it follows that
J(F2n) > (Z/Ïhn(1)Z)2.
Case 5. n ; 4 or 8 mod 12. Then hn(t) 5 (t2 1 (21)n/42n/2t 1 2n)2, and
its period is 3. Since v3(hn(1)) 5 0,
J(F2n) > (Z/(1 1 (21)n/42n/2 1 2n)Z)2.
Case 6. n ; 2 or 10 mod 12. Then hn(t) 5 t4 2 2nt 1 22n, and the period
is 6. Since (hn(1), 6) 5 1, we find
J(F2n) > Z/(1 2 2n 1 22n)Z.
By similar calculations as in Example 1 and 2, we can get the group
structure for the remaining four isogeny classes.
EXAMPLE 3. The curve with L-function
4t4 2 4t3 1 2t2 2 2t 1 1.
The characteristic polynomial of its Jacobian J is h(t) 5 t4 2 2t3 1 2t2 2
4t 1 4.
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Case 1. (n, 6) 5 1.
J(F2n) > Z/hn(1)Z,
where hn(1) 5 22n 1 2n 1 1 2 (21)[(n11)/4]2(n11)/2(2n 1 1).
Case 2. n ; 0 mod 12.
J(F2n) > (Z/(2n/2 2 (21)n/12)Z)4.
Case 3. n ; 6 mod 12.
J(F2n) > (Z/(2n 1 1)Z)2.
Case 4. n ; 3 or 9 mod 12.
J(F2n) > (Z/Ïhn(1)Z)2,
where hn(1) 5 (1 1 (21)[(n11)/4]2(n11)/2 1 2n)2.
Case 5. n ; 4 or 8 mod 12.
J(F2n) > (Z/(1 1 (21)n/42n/2 1 2n)Z)2.
Case 6. n ; 2 or 10 mod 12.
J(F2n) > Z/(1 2 2n 1 22n)Z.
EXAMPLE 4. The curve with L-function
4t4 1 1.
Case 1. n is odd.
J(F2n) > (Z/(1 1 2(n11)/2 1 2n)Z) % (Z/(1 1 2(n11)/2 1 2n)Z).
Case 2. n ; 2 mod 4.
J(F2n) > (Z/(1 1 2n)Z)2.
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Case 3. n ; 0 mod 4.
J(F2n) > (Z/(2n/2 2 1)Z)4.
EXAMPLE 5. The curve with L-function
(2t2 1 1)(2t2 6 2t 1 1).
Case 1. n ; 1, 3, 5 or 7 mod 8.
J(F2n) > (Z/(1 1 2n)Z) % (Z/(1 6 2(n11)/2 1 2n)Z).
Case 2. n ; 2 or 6 mod 8.
J(F2n) > (Z/(1 1 2n)Z) % (Z/(1 6 2n/2)Z)2.
Case 3. n ; 4 mod 8.
J(F2n) > (Z/(2n 2 1)Z)2.
Case 4. n ; 0 mod 8.
J(F2n) > (Z/(2n/2 2 1)Z)4.
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